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a b s t r a c t

This study proposes a method of coupling adaptable and adaptive approaches to the design of menus.
The proposed complementary menu types incorporate both adaptability and adaptivity by dividing and
allocating menu adaptation roles to the user and the system. Four different types of interface adaptation
(i.e., adaptable with/without system support and adaptive with/without user control) were defined. They
were implemented in a hypothetical prototype mobile phone via a hotlist (an additional collection of
quickly accessible items). A controlled lab experiment was conducted to compare the menu types and
investigate the effects of the system support in the adaptable menus and the user control in the adaptive
menus. Twenty subjects participated in the experiment and performed menu selection tasks. Both
performance and user satisfaction measures were collected. The results showed that adaptable and
adaptive menus were superior to the traditional one in terms of both performance and user satisfaction.
Providing system support to the adaptable menu not only increased the users’ perception of the effi-
ciency of selection, but also reduced the menu adaptation time. Important implications for the design of
menus are described and valuable insights into the menu interface adaptation were gained from the
quantitative and qualitative analyses of the experimental results.
Relevance to industry: The evaluation experiment conducted in this study may provide valuable infor-
mation to designers of adaptive or adaptable menus. Adding system support to adaptable menu would be
an attractive option to consider. Also, the results of a user survey provide useful information to the
practitioners in mobile phone industry on the features users accessed most frequently.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As the development of information and communication tech-
nology accelerates, a growing number of people are using mobile
information devices such as PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), mobile
phones, mp3 players, etc. However, mobile devices are inferior to
desktop computers not only in their processing speed and memory
capacity but also in their user interfaces (Chen et al., 2009; Yang et al.,
2010). For instance, small screen size of these devices could pose
serious problems in usability, which is one of the most important
factors in the success of any consumer product (Dumas and Redish,
1994; Han et al., 2001). What makes the situationworse is increasing
complexity in functionality and content. It is reminiscent of the so-
called “creeping featurism” (Hsi and Potts, 2000; Norman, 1998) or
“bloated software” (Kaufman andWeed,1998;McGrenere et al., 2002)
that many desktop software applications are suffering from.

Better usability can be obtained when the product design is
compatible with user requirements. For the past decades, designers
have tried to find a single design solution that meets the target
users’ needs best. This means they had to guess who would use the
product, what the potential users’ needs would be, and in which
circumstances they would use it. Unfortunately, however, none of
these questions about the context of use could be completely
answered in the design stage (Fischer, 2001). Therefore, the
designers have had to assume an “average user,”who is expected to
represent the entire population of users, and tomake an effort to fit
their product to this hypothetical user (McGrenere, 2002).
However, as Fischer (2001) pointed out, the assumption of the
average user is becoming more and more inappropriate due to the
diversification of user population and usage context. As informa-
tion appliances are used by a variety of users in various situations,
“a product fit for all” is becoming an objective that is difficult to
achieve. Many product designers are looking for a solution to this
problem in customizable/personalizable interfaces. In addition to
designing for potential users and usage context in the design stage,
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